
Our company is looking for a network security operations. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for network security operations

Detection, notification and escalation of any issues with the applications
Develops specifications for content of the courses
Instructs customer and user personnel to operate, maintain, and repair
hardware and software in classroom and laboratory settings while adhering to
lesson plans strategies to maintain consistent and effective training and to
maximize student training time
Conducts additional classes based on instructor's subject matter expertise in
response to customer needs
Conducts technical research of equipment specifications and engineering
drawings, liaison with customers, engineers, and tech writers in order to gain
understanding of new equipment designs using imagination, creativity, and
understanding of learning processes to develop training slides, briefings,
lesson plans, practical exercises, and tests
Provides direct feedback to training supervisors on required instructional
techniques
Provides non-routine technical telephone or face to face support in the
absence of company technical infrastructure in order to resolve customers'
hardware, software, and training issues
Provides expert non-routine technical and training inputs for the
development of training proposals
Assumes routine duties of the primary instructor in his/her absence

Example of Network Security Operations Job
Description
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Qualifications for network security operations

Assemble and clearly present technical information in a business-like manner
to non-technical personnel
Lead and facilitate communications with people in immediate department,
other departments, and external third parties
Inform and influence senior leaders and peers
At least 4 years’ professional experience in an operational role or 4 years’
professional experience in a technical leadership role supporting an
enterprise network infrastructure that is geographically distributed
At least 6 years’ experience with Checkpoint or 6 years’ experience with Palo
Alto Firewalls
Master’s degree in Information Technology or Information Security


